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future far more attention will be devoted than is now the case to
questions of sexual hygiene. As Professor Eulenburg remarks in the
preface he has written for this work, it forms a useful introduction for
those who wish to gain an intelligent insight into a subject which
intimately touches both the State and society, and which neither the
physician nor the lawyer can afford to neglect. HAVELOCKELLIS.

The Significance of Stigmata of Degeneration [ Ãœberder Wert der sog.
De^enerationszeiche>{\. (AlonÃ¡is, f. Kriminalpsychologie, 1904.)
NÃ¤cke,P.

Dr. NÃ¤ckehere returns to a question with which he has often dealt
before. What is degeneration ? It is still, he considers, impossible to
answer that question definitely, and it will be a long time before our
knowledge suffices for an adequate answer. In the meanwhile we may
say that degeneration is a reaction markedly different from that of the
majority of persons to various internal and external stimuli which disturb
and may even injure the individual. Our definition must be physio-
psychological, and it must rest on a series of symptoms, not on a single
sign. Degeneration, he adds, is not a disease, though it may be
regarded as pathological ; the degenerate may or may not be diseased,
but they are always candidates for disease. Further, degeneration must
be a general rather than a local condition, founded on an ab ovo
invalid central nervous system. When we come to the stigmata we
can best describe them as anatomical, physiological, psychological and
social signs or results of degeneration, including all those characters
which decidedly go beyond the range of variation, or, since we know
little of the range of variation, which are apparently very rare variations.
NÃ¤cke considers it important to be careful and cautious on these
points, because the alienist must necessarily occupy a different stand
point from the anatomist who is entitled to reject the conception of
degeneration, as is done by Stieda. What for the alienist is "a sign of
degeneration " is for the anatomist " a rare variety." The alienist

should likewise be extremely cautious in regard to committing himself
to any opinion about atavistic characters. That is a matter which
entirely belongs to the zoologist and anatomist. The immense
importance of the stigmata of degeneration for the alienist lies in the
fact that, as a vast body of data from all lands now shows, as we go
from normal persons to the neurotic, the insane and the criminal, the
number, degree and extent of stigmata increase pari passu with the
extent of the mental defectiveness. He refers to his own well-known
investigations showing that this holds true even of general paralytics.
It is on these grounds that the doctrine of degeneration is not merely
of theoretical interest but of great practical and clinical importance. In
conclusion NÃ¤ckequotes many opinions of well-known alienists to the
same effect, omitting criminal anthropologists, as it is well known that
they have always recognised the importance of this doctrine and
sometimes indeed carried it to excess. HAVELOCKELLIS.


